Rebel® Refrigeration Only
Controls (ROC)

Daikin Rebel, the perfect fit for your controls system
Rebel leverages advanced technologies to propel performance
and savings to uncommon levels. And, now, Rebel is even more
flexible to integrate with your current controls platform. With
the Rebel Refrigeration Only Controls (ROC), building owners
will continue to reap the benefits of the tight control and energy
efficiency for which Rebel is known: 20.6 IEER and up to 43%
energy savings (compared to ASHRAE’s 90.1 energy standard)
while using a familiar unit controller.
From the extreme demands of a dedicated ventilation air unit
to the everyday need of keeping occupied spaces comfortable,
the Rebel ROC offers the best performance while simplifying the
control. That simplification allows for customization of sequences
of operation to best meet specific customer needs. Sites with
a preferred building automation system can now keep their
familiar controls while seamlessly leveraging the unparalleled
Rebel control and efficiency.
The ROC platform works to service comfort cooling, DOAS,
make-up air, and more space conditions—all within the control
of your system. The Rebel ROC allows you to customize the
priorities in your environment—safely and efficiently. The
MicroTech® ROC controller reacts adeptly to the cooling calls
from your third-party controller, while keeping the entire system
at optimal operation.

Availability
This offering is available on all direct expansion Rebel units. All
of the selectable features such as cooling only, heat pump, and
hot gas reheat are available with ROC. Even Rebel’s integral
energy recovery is available with ROC.

Third Party Requirements
Rebel ROC requires a third party unit controller to operate the
Rebel rooftop. The third party unit controller will dictate items
such as space temperature control, fan speed, scheduling and
more. Installation space and 120V control power within the
cabinet are dependent on unit feature selection and may require
external source from the unit.
Are you ready to install the leading rooftop
technology into your existing BAS? You’re
ready for Daikin.

For more information, contact your local Daikin Applied Representative or
visit www.DaikinApplied.com to find an office near you.
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